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ABSTRACT: A covalent, fixed-distance donor-bridge-
acceptor (D-B-A) molecule was synthesized that upon
photoexcitation undergoes ultrafast charge separation to yield
a radical ion pair (RP) in which the spin-spin exchange
interaction (2J) between the two radicals is sufficiently large to
result in preferential RP intersystem crossing to the highest-
energy RP eigenstate (Tþ1) at the 350 mT magnetic field
characteristic of X-band (9.5 GHz) EPR spectroscopy. This
behavior is unprecedented in covalent D-B-A molecules,
and is evidenced by the time-resolved EPR (TREPR) spec-
trum atX-bandof 3*D-B-Aderived fromRP recombination,
which shows all six canonical EPR transitions polarized in
emission (e,e,e,e,e,e). In contrast, when the RP is photogener-
ated in a 3400mTmagnetic field, the TREPR triplet spectrum
at W-band (94 GHz) of 3*D-B-A displays the (a,e,e,a,a,e)
polarization pattern characteristic of a weakly coupled RP
precursor, similar to that observed in photosynthetic reaction
center proteins, and indicates a switch to selective population
of the lower-energy T0 eigenstate.

One of the continuing challenges in developing molecular
systems for artificial photosynthesis is the creation of long-

lived charge-separated states.1 Studies of competitive charge
recombination accompanied by triplet state formation within
donor-bridge-acceptor (D-B-A) molecules can provide a
deeper understanding of how to minimize these energy-wasting
processes.While time-resolved optical spectroscopy is often used to
determine charge separation and recombination rates, time-re-
solved electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR) spectroscopy
can determine the spin-selective formation and decay mechanisms
of radical ion pairs (RPs) and triplet states by monitoring their spin
dynamics directly.

Following subnanosecond charge separation, the initially formed
singlet (S) RP, 1(Dþ•-B-A-•), may undergo radical-pair inter-
system crossing (RP-ISC)2 to produce a triplet RP, 3(Dþ•-
B-A-•). At the 350 mT magnetic field characteristic of TREPR
spectroscopy at X-band (9.5 GHz), the 3(Dþ•-B-A-•) triplet
sublevels are split by the Zeeman interaction (Figure 1), and are
best described by the Tþ1, T0, and T-1 eigenstates that are
quantized along the applied magnetic field.3 When RP distances

are <∼15 Å, the RP singlet-triplet splitting, 2J, which depends
exponentially on distance, is generally large (>100mT), so that the
S and Tþ1 (2J > 0) or S and T-1 (2J < 0) spin states of the RPmay
be close in energy at high magnetic fields and mix. This situation is
relatively rare, and has only been observed for a small number of
diffusive RP encounters.4 The more typical case is one in which the
RP distance is large and 2J is very small, resulting in S-T0 mixing,
as was originally observed in photosynthetic reaction center
proteins,5 later in micellar systems,2a and more recently in a variety
of fixed distance D-B-A systems.3,6

The subsequent charge recombination process is also spin
selective; i.e. 1(Dþ•-B-A-•) recombines to the singlet ground
state, while 3(Dþ•-B-A-•) recombines to yield the neutral
triplet 3*(D-B-A), which acquires the non-Boltzmann spin
population of the triplet RP state.7 The spin polarization pattern
of the six EPR transitions of 3*(D-B-A) at the canonical (x,y,z)
orientations relative to the applied magnetic field can be used to
differentiate its formation mechanism from the ordinary
spin-orbit intersystem crossing mechanism. For example, when
a RP undergoes ISC by S-Tnmixing, where the degree of mixing
is in the order Tþ1 > T0 . T-1, the subsequent charge
recombination to the neutral triplet yields a (e,e,e,e,e,e) polarization
pattern (low field to high field), while S-T0mixing alone yields an
(a,e,e,a,a,e) pattern.7

We have prepared a D-B-A system consisting of a 3,
5-dimethyl-4-(9-anthracenyl)-julolidine (DMJ-An) donor, and
a pyromellitimide (PI) acceptor connected by a biphenyl bridge
(Ph2), 1. The synthesis and characterization of 1 is detailed in the
Supporting Information, while the excited state and redox
properties of DMJ-An and PI, respectively, have been described
previously.6,8 Photoexcitation of 1 in toluene at 416 nm results in
formation of 1(DMJþ•-An-Ph2-PI-•) as indicated by the
appearance of a strong 720 nm PI-• absorption band8 with
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τCS = 9 ( 1 ps (Figure S2, Supporting Information [SI]). The
relevant excited state and RP energies are given in Figure 2, while
the RP distances are given in Table S1 (SI). Nanosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy at 295 K shows that charge
recombination occurs with τCR = 40 ( 1 ns, followed by the
appearance of 3*An at 430 nm (Figure 3).9

As noted above, application of a static magnetic field causes
Zeeman splitting of the RP triplet sublevels, and varying the field
strength modulates the efficiency of RP-ISC by adjusting the T(1

triplet sublevel energies relative to that of the singlet level
(Figure 1). When the Zeeman splitting of the triplet radical pair
sublevels equals 2J, there is an increase in the RP-ISC efficiency.
This increase translates into a maximum in triplet RP production
and therefore a maximum in the neutral triplet yield upon charge
recombination, so that 2J can be measured directly by monitoring
the resonance in the neutral triplet yield as a function of applied
magnetic field.10 The mechanistic details of RP-ISC and the theory
behind magnetic field effects (MFEs) on reaction yields have been
described previously2,11 and applied to donor-acceptor systems.12

For 1, 2J = 210 ( 10 mT at 295 K (inset, Figure 3).
Since the TREPR observations of DMJ-3*An-Ph2-PI follow-

ing charge recombination described below are carried out at low
temperatures in a glassy solvent and previous work has shown that
2J decreases in D-B-A molecules in which B is a p-phenylene
oligomer due largely to restricted torsional motions, the MFE on
the RP yield of 1 in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MTHF) was
measured at 80 K (Figures 4 and S4 [SI]). The decay of
DMJþ•-An-Ph2-PI-• monitored at 720 nm and 80 K is multi-
phasic with a principal decay time of τ = 523 ( 54 ns (Figure S4
[SI]) and 2J = 130( 20 mT (Figure 4). TheMFE is monitored at

720 nmwhere PI-• has an intense absorption because the signal-to-
noise ratio is superior compared to that when monitoring 3*An.
Thus, 2J remains relatively large, even at low temperatures.
Unfortunately, 1 is only sparingly soluble in 2-MTHF, which
prevents making samples at concentrations sufficiently large to
obtain high-quality TREPR spectra. Nevertheless, the dielectric
constants for most frozen organic solvents at low temperatures are
very similar, so that ΔG and the reorganization energy for charge
recombination should be similar in both 2-MTHF and toluene, the
solvent in which the TREPR spectra of 1 are obtained.13

In order to elucidate the mechanism by which 3*An is formed
upon charge recombination within 1, TREPR spectra were ac-
quired at 85 K at both X- and W-bands and are shown in Figure 5.
The spectra were simulated with a home-written MATLAB14

program using published models.5b The observed triplet spectrum
was simulated with a D value of 71.9 mT and an E value of -8.1
mT,matching the reported 3*AnD andE values.6 Unlike previously
observed triplet state TREPR spectra, the polarization pattern
shows all six transitions in emission at X-band. The absolute phase
of the spectrum was verified using the stable free radical R,γ-
bisdiphenylene-β-phenylallyl (BDPA) as a standard.

The emissive transitions indicate that there is substantial over-
population of the Tþ1 sublevel. However, since six transitions were
observed and double quantum transitions are forbidden, the
population must be distributed between the Tþ1 and T0 sublevels.
Additionally, the TREPR spectrum at X-band is not symmetric,
indicating that the population difference is not equally distributed
between Tþ1 andT0. The intensity of the transitions is proportional

Figure 2. Energies and photophysical pathways for 1.

Figure 3. Nanosecond transient absorption of 1 at times indicated
following a 7 ns 416 nm laser pulse. Inset: MFE monitored at 440 nm
1 μs after the laser pulse.

Figure 4. MFE of 1 monitored by transient absorption at 720 nm and
70 ns after a 7 ns, 416 nm laser pulse at 80 K in 2-MTHF.

Figure 1. Schematic of radical ion pair energy levels as a function of
magnetic field (2J > 0).
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to the population difference between the different sublevels
(Figure 6A). The degree of S-Tn mixing is directly proportional
to the matrix elements that couple S and Tn and inversely propor-
tional to the energy gap between them.4c At 350 mT, the S-Tþ1

energy gap is comparable to that of the S-T0 energy gap, allowing
for mixing of S with both T0 and Tþ1. If mixing was dominated by
the energy gap, a greater population in theT0 sublevel of

3*Anwould
be observed. Therefore, the data indicate that the matrix element
coupling S and Tþ1 is primarily responsible for the majority
population residing initially on Tþ1. Although we did not observe
the RP directly by TREPR spectroscopy, the population of the
neutral triplet state should reflect that of its RP precursor because
charge recombination is spin selective.15

To investigate themagnetic field dependence of RP-ISC in 1we
acquired the TREPR spectrum of its triplet state following RP
recombination at W-band (94 GHz, 3400 mT) (Figure 5B). The
W-band spectrum shows a triplet-state spectrum with the same D
and E values ((2.5 mT) as for the one observed at X-band, given
the lower signal-to-noise ratio atW-band, but having an (a,e,e,a,a,e)
polarization pattern indicative of selective T0 overpopulation
(Figure 6B).15 This is a result of the ∼10-fold increase in the
magnetic field, which makes the Zeeman splitting much greater
than 2J and therefore prohibits mixing between the S and the Tþ1

sublevels of the RP, leaving only S-T0mixing to occur. The triplet
state spectrum was best fit by a linear combination of radical pair
and spin-orbit mechanisms with a ratio of 9:1, respectively. It is
known that charge-transfer-induced spin-orbit ISC occurs in
1*(DMJ-An) as a result of the perpendicular geometry of the

DMJ and An π systems.6 It is likely that the small spin-orbit ISC
contribution observed results from 1*(DMJ-An-Ph2-PI) mo-
lecules that do not fully charge separate at 80 K, as indicated by
nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (Figure S4, [SI]).
By taking the spin-orbit contribution into account, the X-band
triplet simulation yields the population differences for the three
triplet sublevels as 1: 0.20( 0.03: 0 for Tþ1: T0: T-1, respectively,
which is consistent with the observed (e,e,e,e,e,e) polarization
pattern requiring that the triplet sublevels are populated prefer-
entially in the order Tþ1 > T0 . T-1.

Using TREPR spectroscopy to monitor the change in triplet
sublevels populated by RP-ISC as a function of magnetic field, we
have shown that, when 2J is sufficiently large, RP-ISC in fixed
distance D-B-Amolecules can proceed through triplet sublevels
other than T0. This demonstrates that triplet formation is still a
viable charge recombination pathway even when the donor and
acceptor are strongly coupled to one another and needs to be
considered when designing D-B-A molecules for solar energy
conversion applications.
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Figure 5. TREPR spectra of 1 (a) at X-band in toluene at 85 K, 150 ns
after a 7 ns, 416 nm laser pulse, and (b) at W-band in toluene at 85 K,
2 μs after a 7 ns, 416 nm laser pulse. Simulations are shown in red.

Figure 6. Schematic for EPR transitions in all three canonical orienta-
tions with (A) Tþ1 overpopulated and some population on T0 sublevels
and with (B) overpopulation on T0 sublevel. Blue circles represent the
population differences of the three triplet sublevels relative to the least
populated sublevel, red arrows represent emissive transitions, and purple
arrows represent absorptive transitions.
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